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Human diseases are associated with massive modifications of genomic, transcriptomic and 
proteomic signatures of the cells, which result in various pathological phenotypes. However, it is 
non-trivial to connect different levels of disorder to phenotypes, because a change in the 
expression of gene or protein (input) triggers many downstream processes and the resulting 
phenotypes (output). The same is true for the treatment with clinical agents. A target inhibitor 
often affects more than one pathyways, resulting in unknown side effects. 

To date, the output is mostly assessed either by the pathological image analysis or by the high 
throughput imaging pipline, both of which are shedding light on visual information, such as 
polymorphism of cells and tissues and expression of proteins by multicolor staining, of fixed, 
stained samples. The non-invasive phenotyping of living cells and tissues with numerical indices 
is a promising strategy to extract quantitative biomarkers for human diseases, because such 
biomarkers are fully complementary to the “static” phenotypes with no crosstalk of information. 

In my talk, I will introduce two types of quantitative biomarkers we developed: (A) biomarkers for 
the quality assessment of human corneal endothelial cells both in vitro and in vivo 1,2, and (B) 
biomarkers for the discrimination of clinical agents used in the treatment of acute myeloid 
leukemia patients 3,4. 
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